OU Site Report

- OUHEP Cluster up and running – 14 Node, 19 Processors
- 8.5 GFlops according to Condor
- New Version of Condor installed, 6.6.2
- OSCER (132 Node, 264 Processors, 600 GFlops) right now down for Move
- Hopefully back up this week
McFarm Status

- McFarm Upgraded to v12.03C
- Currently 12 Processors (8 Nodes) in the Farm, 11 for Production and 1 for Administration
- Up and running, currently on 75000 event request 12443
- Including that, 620K events produced
- Currently Producing 40K events per week
Cluster Report for Mon, 5 Apr 2004 13:34:03 -0500

Overview of OUHEP

C.P.U.s Total: 19
Hosts up: 14
Hosts down: 0

Avg Load (15, 5, 1m):
61%, 62%, 60%
Localtime: 2004-04-05 13:33

Show Hosts: yes * no r | OUHEP load_one last hour sorted descending [Columns | **]
SAM-Grid Status

- Preparation for SAM-Grid done on OUHEP – thanks Joel!
- Preparation for Re-Processing at OUHEP under way
- Progress on OSCER and SAM-Grid – see Joel’s talk